JAIN UNIVERSITY
Jain University has been the benchmark for quality education and excellence in
extracurricular activities. Over the years, School of Commerce has emerged as one of the
top colleges across India. Apart from academics, the University has been the launch pad for
those with exemplary talents and provide shelter to hone many a myriad of talents - be it
artistic, literary or even sports. There are a variety of forums and clubs to accommodate
such young talent and students of such calibre are able to perform in their respective fields
with passion and grace.

THE CULTURAL FORUM
The Cultural Forum is a forum of budding artists and talented students who put together all
their creative thoughts, efforts and energies with innovations to pull off various events in
Jain University. We mainly deal with event management and also provide an imposing
platform for individuals to showcase their talent in the events conducted by other colleges
and institutions.
The Cultural forum is the driving force behind organizing all the cultural fests such as
Anveshana, an intra-collegiate fresher’s fest, Taru Samskriti - Samaagama, state level intercollegiate PU fest and Samyoga - a national level intercollegiate fest. The forum also hosts
PULSE - a National Level Dance Fest, wherein 200 colleges across India participate. The
students of the forum come together and work towards achieving excellence in
extracurricular activities.

SAMYOGA
Samyoga, Jain University’s pride- is an intercollegiate fest organized by The Cultural Forum.
Like every year, this year too brings you all to the edge of your seat with exciting theme and
events. Great talents are not only recognised with their skills but also by making the best
use of opportunities. Samyoga is looked upon as one of the best platforms to showcase
such talents. Come prepared to participate in this exuberant and scintillating fest SAMYOGA
which is taking place on the 18th, 19th and 20th of January 2017. Put your best foot
forward in this colourful journey.

CULOARE!
‘COLOURS’ - The theme for this year is derived from Romanian language. ‘Culoare’ is
wordplay on the word ‘culture’ and ‘colours’. We combine different shades to get that one
beautiful hue. Like shining red denoting pride and power, yellow and blue indicating peace
and harmony, Samyoga is a beautiful showcase of colour in the form of exclusive talents.
Be it music or literary, act or art, the most awaited fest ‘SAMYOGA’ is here, as promising as
ever, with the theme CULOARE. Samyoga 2017, like colours, marks the talent possessed by
an individual to produce a treat to the eye of the beholder through their ecstatic skills and
enthralling performance. This fest provides a memorable experience, accolades and
accomplishments for the participants.

SAMYOGA EVENTS
ON STAGE EVENTS





Personality Hunt - Shawdo‟d REGALIA
Fashion Show - Blush n Panache
Voice Of Samyoga - Suron ke Rang
Duet/Group Singing - RanGEETHAranga

OFF STAGE EVENTS

























Beat boxing - Psychedelic Beats
JAM - ChromaJAM
Cooking without Fire - Oomphalicious!
Open letters - Scarlet letters
Poetry slam - Purple prose
Soap Quiz - White Collar
Melodiction - Melochrome
Anthyakshari - RANGthyakshari
Pot Pourri - Piquant Pourri
Treasure Hunt - Red Beard‟s Treasure
Instrumental Solo - LayaRANGA
Panel Discussion - Rang-baat-i
Photography - Photonegraphy
Mime - AnthaRanga
Mad Ads - Pagla Peela
60 seconds to fame - 60 Shades Of Grey
Mehendi/Tattoo art - Madarangi
Grafitti - Paint Wall
Doodle - Color-e-doodle
Junk Art - Grey Matter
Collage - Varna Kootu
Face Painting - Varnaalankara
Drawing/Sketching/Painting - Chittara
Rangoli - Colour Floor

OFF STAGE EVENTS
PSYCHEDELIC BEATS (Beat Boxing)
 Event Head:
Akshay Devaiah: +91 81236 40200

 Deputy Head:
Arif Chan: +91 98802 27060
Akash Kumawat: +91 90197 41021
 Event Description: Participants are expected to mimic sounds of any instrument
or tune and enthral the audience with their creation of beats and performance within
the speculated time.

 Rules & Regulations:
1. Solo event
2. Open event
3. Participants are requested to present an original composition

ChromaJAM [Jest A Minute]
 Event heads:
Rakesh Keshav: +91 95353 56054
HM Shashanka: +91 9980 278029

 Deputy Heads:
Akshay Merlecha: +91 90351 52032
Hatim Kaid: +91 99645 43552
 Event Description: Are you the person with Queen’s English and a tinge of
humour? Then baffle us with your flawless speaking skills and witty humour.
 Rules & Regulations:
1. Solo event
2. Open event
3. Jam is based on avoiding the following:

H-hesitation R-repetition D-deviation

The participant who gets the bell at the end of one minute will be awarded bonus
points.
4. All decisions taken by the jam master will be final and arguments will entertain
negative marking.
5. Maximum of three members per college are allowed

LayaRANGA (Instrumental Solo)
 Event heads:
Nived Mangalat: +91 81979 50773

 Deputy Heads:
Abhilash Pathak: +91 99867 98028
Rohit Singh: +91 97387 56323

 Event Description: The soloist can perform on monophonic or polyphonic
instrument to exhibit their passion and talent with a composition. Let the colour of
music flow through your tunes.
 Rules and Regulations:
1. Solo event
2. Open event
3. Participants are expected to abide by the time limit
4. Time limit is 4+2 minutes
5. Participants are requested to bring their own instruments
6. Management will not be responsible for any loss or damages to instruments

RED BEARD’S TREASURE (Treasure Hunt)
 Event Head:
Sudarshan Barad: +91 97399 46841
Nischay Reddy: +91 81232 86657

 Deputy Heads :
Naveesh: +91 90357 92332
Jesvin: +91 95357 00632
 Event Description: It is a team event in which both the mental and physical
abilities of the team are tested.
 Rules and Regulations:
1. Two participants in a team and maximum of three teams per college are
allowed
2. Participants are expected to abide by the time limit and rules
3. All the team members will have to be present at the time of receiving each clue

 Round Description:
Round 1: Scavenger hunt + Visual Round
The teams will be given a list of items that they will have to find using visual riddles. The
teams which solve the maximum number of riddles will qualify for the next round.
Round 2:
Treasure Hunt In this round we will have 15 clues placed around the vicinity of Jain
University (within a 1km radius).The contestants will have to solve the clues and reach the
last destination at the earliest.

PHOTONEGRAPHY (Photography)
 Event Head :
Hardika Pratap: +91 99862 61948

 Deputy Heads :
Rohit Kashyap: +91 99169 96794
Amogha Skanda: +91 81973 28274

 Event Description: Pictures speak louder than words. Photography is all about
capturing the moment. 24 frames and focus is the key!
 Rules And Regulations:
1. Solo event
2. Maximum of three entries per college
3. Participants are expected to abide by the time limit
4. The participants will be given themes on the spot and they will have to click the
photographs according to the theme at the venue
5. The Photograph should be in JPEG format only
6. Each participant should submit 3 photographs per theme from which one should
compulsorily contain a monochrome
7. We shall not be liable for any error / lapse / slippage in uploading any photograph
for the event

*Note: All other information will be briefed before the start of the event*

OOMPHALICIOUS! (Cooking Without Fire)
 Event Head:
Siri Vijay: +91 95389 28855
Sonal Porwal: +91 92426 66688

 Deputy Heads:
Vaishnavi AM: +91 99456 96177
Aishwarya Rathod: +91 8884 207242
Kriti Komarla Srinandh: +91 7760 628711

 Event Description: It’s a duo event. The amateur chef in you gets an opportunity
to showcase your talents through delicious, healthy dishes presented creatively. The
awaited challenge is to cook without fire.
 Theme: The theme COLOUR has to be incorporated in the dish. COLOUR here states
usage of as many colours as possible in your dish. More the colours, Bonus the
points! Usage of all the colours must be done by team in their dishes on overall basis.

 Rules & Regulations:
1. Number of participants allowed per team is 2; Three teams per college.
2. No non vegetarian and precooked food
3. No pre-cut and cooked vegetables
4. The participants should get necessary ingredients, utensils etc.
5. Materials required must be procured by the participants themselves.
6. Management is not responsible for the loss of any valuables
7. Time limit is 90 minutes
8. A minimum of three dishes has to be prepared by the team o Starter o Main
course o Dessert (no egg) /Non-alcoholic drinks.

60 SHADES OF GREY (60 Seconds to fame)
 Event Head :
Meghana Deepak: +91 96637 79956

 Deputy Heads :
Varun I: +91 99025 44375
Vaishnavi: +91 99455 35678

 Event Description: Mesmerize us with your talent and reach fame in just 60
seconds. It can be anything from acting to acrobatics!

 Rules and Regulations:
1. Solo event
2. Open event
3. Participants are expected to abide by the time limit
4. Participants can bring their own props
5. No form of vulgarity shall be entertained.
6. Participants resorting to any sort of malpractice will be disqualified.

COLOUR FLOOR (Rangoli)
 Event Head :
Akshatha KM: +91 96119 99559
 Deputy Head :
Ruchika Aggarwal: +91 97426 40956
Varsha Jain: +91 9036 618630
 Event Description: An art is brought to life through patterns and colour on the
floor.

 Rules & Regulations:
1. Team event
2. 2 members per team
3. Entries for first 30 participants only
4. The rangoli is to be traditional
5. Time limit is 60 minutes
6. Participants will have to bring the required materials

PIQUANT POURRI (Pot Pourri)
 Event Head :
Neethu Babu: +91 9901 910900

 Deputy Heads :
Nitish Simha: +91 94806 74799
Ummey Salma: +91 9036 125193

 Event Description: Pot Pourri is a combination of various literary events like Dumb
Charades, Pictionary and Taboo. This event brings out the best of acting, creativity
along with critical thinking of the participants.

 Rules & Regulations:
1. Team event
2. 3 members per team
3. Maximum of 3 entries per college

CHITTARA (Sketching/Painting/Drawing)
 Event Head:
Reinhard: +91 99868 42153

 Deputy Heads :
Justice: +91 73384 92549

 Event Description: Articulate your thoughts on the paper. Create a Spectrum
through your imagination.

 Rules & Regulations:
1. Solo event
2. Maximum three entries per college.
3. Participants will have to bring the materials required.
4. Participants will have to abide by the given topic
5. Time limit is 90 minutes.

VARNAALANKARA (Face Painting)
 Event Head:
Hemanth: +91 99452 61713
Arvind M: +91 97382 32556

 Event Description: Face is the index of mind. Make the face a CANVAS and shade
the thoughts into colours.

 Rules & Regulations:
1. Team event
2. 2 members per team
3. Maximum three teams per college
4. Participants will have to bring the materials required
5. Participants will have to abide by the given the topic
6. Time limit is 60 minutes

RANGthyakshari (Anthyakshari)
 Event Head:
Syed Shahbaz Pasha: +91 94489 65883
Nischitha M Hegde: +91 99860 25656

 Deputy Heads:
Seema Ratan: +91 72047 94556
Diya: +91 88674 96234

 Event Description: Bete bete kya karen, karna hain kuch kaam. Shuru karo
anthyakshari leke prabhu ka naam. An event, needless to say. With various
entertaining and intriguing rounds, come and live the magical combination of music
and fun. Performance of calibre adds points.

 Rules & Regulations:
1. Each team should consist of 2 people
2. Three teams are allowed per college.
3. Only Hindi songs should be sung.
4. The Judge’s decision will be final.

PURPLE PROSE (Poetry Slam)
 Event Head:
Aishwarya Kumar: +91 77607 56278
Varsha Jain: +91 90366 18630

 Event Description: Reawaken your thoughts and recite them. Your creation of
poem with colourful words adds tinge to life.

 Rules & Regulations:
1. All pieces performed must be original and written by the participants.
2. Plagiarism will lead to disqualification.
3. Content offensive to any particular community is not allowed.
4. Time limit – 1 hour and 15 min
5. Solo event
6.Any participants violating this rule will be disqualified.
7. 3 entries per college

SCARLET LETTERS (Open Letters)
 Event Head:
Abhimati S Nathan: +91 99000 20145

 Deputy Heads:
Meghana Rao: +91 81970 73265
Chaitra: +91 97421 38760

 Event Description:
Have a flair for writing? Want to flaunt your writing skills? Paint your thoughts on the
given topic; imbue your soul and creation on paper.

 Rules & Regulations:
1. Solo event
2. Time limit - 60 Minutes
3. Word limit: 500 words.
4. First 50 registrations will participate.

PAINT WALL (Graffiti)
 Event Head :
Chandrashekar: +91 90662 66160

 Deputy Heads:
Rakshith Peti: +91 90607 48080

 Event Description: Presenting without any dimension. It is for you to represent
anything and everything in an artistic manner. We call the artist in you to make a
plain canvas or a wall into an attractive work.

 Rules & Regulations:
1. Team event
2. 2 members per team
3. Participants will have to bring the materials required
4. Participants will have to abide by the given the topic
5. Time limit is 90 minutes
6. Participants are expected to abide by the time and space limit

MELOCHROME (Melodiction)
 Event Head :
Spandana G: +91 96869 91669

 Deputy Head:
Moin Baig: +91 90352 49062
Supreeti Mohapatra: +91 89081 99140

 Event Description: An image having different objects put together, which as a
whole portrays the name of a song. Each slide will show two to three images of
objects or items and the task is to find out the song and sing the same.
 Rules and Regulations:
1. Two members in a team.
2. Three teams per college is allowed.
3. Judges Decision is Final.

Color - e - DOODLE (Doodle)
 Event Head :
Nischay Reddy: +91 81232 86657

 Deputy Head:
Ruchika Aggarwal: +91 97426 40956
Justice Ekeke: +91 73384 92549
 Event Description: Remember the days when your mind wandered in class and
you escaped into your colourful thoughts? Cast those thoughts on paper.

 Rules & Regulations:
1. Solo event
2. A4 paper will be provided
3. Other stationary will have to be brought by the participants.
4. Time limit - 1 hour 30 min.
5. First 50 Registrations will participate.

MADARANGI (Mehendi/Tattoo art)
 Event Head :
Spandana G: +91 96869 91669

 Deputy Head:
Javeria Taranum: +91 99015 85473
Tripthi Porwal: +91 96776 40507

 Event Description: INK it! Decorate the body and enhance the soul either with
pen (tattoo) or mehendi.

 Rules and Regulations:
1. Team event (2 members - one who will draw and the other whose hand will be
used for the art.
2. Participants have to carry their own materials.
3. Materials will NOT be provided at the spot (should be carried by the participants.
4. Time duration 1 hour.
5. Theme will be given on spot.

VARNAKOOTU (Collage)
 Event Head:
Sonia KU: +91 99458 35070

 Deputy Head:
Apoorva B: +91 94835 04897

 Event Description: Make your work narrate a story! Let newspapers and
magazines do the talk of the theme.

 Rules & Regulations:
1. The participants have to carry all the required materials like newspaper and
magazine sheets.
2. The collage should be made on a cardboard sheet which will be provided by the
college.
3. Theme will be given on the spot.
4. No scissors or scale can be used to cut the sheets or burn the sheet.
5. The time limit to finish the collage is 60minutes.
6. The team should consist of 2 members and maximum 3 teams per college.
7. Judges decision is final.

WHITE COLLAR (Soap Quiz)
 Event Head:
Keerthan Ponnappa: +91 90358 09859

 Deputy Head:
Sushma Pawar: +91 81473 43148
Himanshu Joshi: +91 89273 81037

 Event Description: Know your shows? It’s time to test it out if you think you rule
the media knowledge. Kill it!

 Rules & Regulations:
1. Individual participation
2. Participation per college – 3
3. No use of electronic gadget will be allowed
4. Participants must be familiar with English and Hindi TV Shows.
5. Participants must carry their own stationary
6. 1 written round.
7. Qualifying participant will go into the finals of 4 rounds.

GREY MATTER (Junk Art)
 Event Head :
Hemanth Raj: +91 99452 61713

 Deputy Head:
Sonia KU: +91 99458 35070
Apoorva B: +91 94835 04897

 Event Description: One man’s Junk is another man’s Treasure. Make a 3
dimensional art using junk or waste material such as metal, wood, plastic and so on.

 Rules & Regulations:
1. The art should be made using only waste material.
2. The art should be made from scratch on spot.
3. All the materials required to do the art should be carried by the participants.
4. It is a group event which can consist of maximum 4 members.
5. The time limit to complete the art is 60 minutes.
6. The judge’s decision is final.

PAGLA PEELA (Mad ads)
 Event Head:
Arvind Narayan: +91 94825 05024

 Deputy Head:
Hatim Kaid: +91 99645 43552
Anubhav Garg: +919434 515709

 Event Description: Tickle the ribs through your imaginations. Exaggerate and
advertise a product and capture the attention of the audience.

 Rules & Regulations:
1. 6-10 members in a team.
2. Time limit – 5+2 minutes
3. No vulgarity or profanity allowed

ANTHARANG (Mime)
 Event Head:
Jesvin Joey: +91 95357 00632

 Deputy Head:
Varun P: +91 95904 53463
Suhail Esak: +91 77362 45433

 Event Description: MIME makes the invisible visible and the visible invisible. Act
and react to the audience with your emotions and expressions.

 Rules & Regulations:
1. Time limit- 5+3 minutes
2. Solo event or group- 5 to 10 members
3. Will be judged based on acting skills.
4. If there is music for the act, it should be submitted half an hour prior to the
commencement of the event

RANG-BAAT- I (Panel discussion)
 Event Head :
Preksha Jain: +91 87926 09914

 Deputy Head:
Jeffy John: +91 81233 56541
Manisha Jain: +91 90668 66856

 Event Description: A colourful thought is hammered out on the anvil of discussion
and opinions are voiced out.

 Rules & Regulations:
1. The topic will be given on spot.
2. 3 minutes allotted for preparation
3. Mobile phones can be used during preparation time.
4. Speaking in an ill manner or use of unethical language or any vulgarity will result in
elimination
5. Each round of discussion will be for 6 minutes (5+1 to sum up) after which the
panel judge would go for a re-button session.
6. Selected teams will be informed and will proceed to the next round.

ON STAGE EVENTS
RANGEETHArang (Duet And Group Singing)
 Event Head:
Priyanka Shankar: +91 94820 14046

 Deputy Heads:
Aditi Bhat: +91 88842 62627
Krishnagopal: +91 82816 41109

 Event Description: Music gives a soul to the universe, wings to the mind, flight to
the imagination and life to everything. Bring individual energies together and
recreate shades of the flame.

 Rules & Regulations:
1. Time limit: 10 minutes (Duet: 2+2 and Group: 4+2)
2. Minimum 5 members and maximum 10 members.
3. Time allotted includes time for sound check and setting up.
4. No karaoke allowed.
5. One accompanist for Duet and 3 instrumentalists for the group are allowed.
6. Vulgarity will lead to disqualification.
7. Judges decision will be final and binding
8. Only acoustic instruments are allowed and Keyboard only in Grand Piano mode.
9. No language barriers.

PRELIMS
1. Prelims will be conducted and participants have to send their performing video.
2. Videos can be sent through e-mail or WhatsApp, along with participant’s full name,
college name and address and contact details.
3. Participants can also give their auditions in our campus on 18th January 2017.
4. Last date to send the prelims video is 23rd December 2016.

*E-mail ID - jgimusicevents@gmail.com *

SURO KE RANG (Voice Of Samyoga)
 Event Head :
Mridula Iyenger: +91 78291 11393

 Deputy Heads:
Hari Krishnan: +91 94475 24161
Srividya Balle: +91 97428 98078
Hiranmayee: +91 99164 48884
 Event Description: Music is a higher revelation than all wisdom and philosophy.
Let your voice be the electric soil in which the spirit lives, thinks and invents.

 Rules & Regulations:
1. Solo event
2. Maximum of three entries per college.
3. Time limit for on-stage round is 3+2 minutes
4. Karaoke should be handed over to the event heads one hour prior to the event in a
pen drive or a CD in mp3 format only.
5. The members are allowed to use instruments or karaoke
6. The participants are allowed to be accompanied by only one instrumentalist

PRELIMS
1. Prelims will be conducted and participants have to send their performing video.
2. Videos can be sent through e-mail or WhatsApp, along with participant’s full name,
college name and address and contact details.
3. Participants can also give their auditions in our campus on 18th January 2017.
4. Last date to send the prelims video is 23rd December 2016.

*E-mail ID - jgimusicevents@gmail.com*

Shado’d REGALIA (Personality Hunt)
 Event Head:
Arvind Narayan: +91 94825 05024

 Deputy heads:
Rithvika Ramaprasad: +91 99166 22709
Ashutosh A Kumar: +91 94810 31335
 Event Description: It is an event, which tests the various aspects of one’s
personality. A true personality is one that entices the soul. Beauty attracts the eye
but personality captures the heart. Are you the person to capture our hearts? Come
and glorify the stage with your talent & skills.

 Rules & Regulations:
1. Solo event.
2. Open event
3. No vulgarity will be entertained.
4. Judges decision is final.

BLUSH N PANACHE (Fashion Show)
 Event Head :
Suman Srinivas: +91 99008 04927
Samyuktha Arun: +91 70220 44500

 Deputy heads :
Saifuddin Yemani : +91 96203 39975
Shahid-ul-haq: +91 99456 63786
 Event Description: The excitement of a fashion show electrifies the air and
spectators enjoy the procession of cutting-edge ensemble. Prepare to enthrall the
audience with your poise and grace.

 Rules & Regulations:
1. Theme - The Royal Circus
2. Time limit - 10+2 minutes
3. Any teams showing vulgarity in dressing will be disqualified
4. No explosives allowed on stage
5. Music to be submitted in CD or pen drive
6. Member limit - 8+4

SAMYOGA 2017 GENERAL RULES AND REGULATIONS:
1. On spot Registration begins at 8.00 am at the Reception.
2. ID card must be compulsorily produced (for both the participants and viewers) for
getting entry into the University premises as well as the different venues for respective
events.
3. Entry for audience is based on availability of seats in the auditorium.
4. Decency in dressing and behaviour is expected. Vulgarity is strictly prohibited.
5. Smoking, drinking and consumption of any such ‘substances’ are prohibited.
6. All the events will commence at the scheduled time. Punctuality will be appreciated.
7. Order of performance is strictly on the slots picked up.
8. Rules are subject to changes at the discretion of the Management/Organizers.
9. Accommodation will be provided, on first-come-first-serve basis for out station students
only.
10. Participants can register for more than one event.
11. An additional charge of Rs 150/- per head will be levied for extra entries per college.
12. The decision of judges for every event is final.
13. All participants - once registered - are not to back out of the event.
14. Any misbehaviour or unscrupulous activities can lead to disqualification, and the
student/students will be reported and taken to task.
15. For any further clarifications contact the Head of events or the respective event heads.

SL.NO
01.
02.
03.
04.

EVENT NAME

REGISTRATION FEES

VOICE OF SAMYOGA
PERSONALITY HUNT
DUET AND GROUP SINGING
FASHION SHOW

200/200/100/- per head
100/- per head

CONTACT DETAILS
THE CULTURAL FORUM
 Heads of Events  Head of Documentation (For
Registration)

BK Preetham - +91 93423 79508
Priyamvada J - +91 97402 45721

 Heads Of Organising Sukruth S Sudhakar - +91 9980505980
Hasneet Kaur Kohli - +91 80957 33044

D

Sapna Ranka
- +91 95909 36673
Deepthi Gulecha - +91 99642 68567
Apoorva B
- +91 9483504897

